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CAPITALIST CRISIS BRINGS IMP
Despite widespread talk o f the President’s im

peachment or resignation, it now appears that the 
country’s ruling circles are trying desperately to 
ease their way out of the present “crisis o f leader
ship” by keeping Nixon in the White House.

Nixon himself has embarked on a nation-wide public 
relations drive aimed at picking up his dwindling poll rat
ings, which in the past few months have slipped lower 
than those of any president in history.

Calls for impeachment have come from the broadest 
sections of the labor movement and nearly every organ
ized section of the civil rights, student and peace move
ments. Student demonstrations numbering in the tens of 
thousands of people have been held from Berkeley to Ma
dison, demanding that Nixon be dumped.

Even in Macon, Georgia, where he went to find a base 
of new support, Nixon was met by hundreds of angry 
student demonstrators from Mercer University. Public 
reaction has been equally hostile to Nixon’s efforts to 
build a “new image.”

Despite pleas from reactionaries such as Senator 
Barry Goldwater (R.-Ariz)—who called on people to 
“Cool it! ...in the name of reason, in the name of sanity, 
of justice and enlightenment, in the name of the great 
God above, for a moment of quiet thought and reflec
tion.” — the people, are in no mood to “cool it.”

Senator Mike Mansfield (D. -Mont.), Senate Majority 
Leader, reported that mail was running “ 13 to one against 
the president,” and Republican Congressman, Rep. Albert 
Quie of Minnesota, added that his mail was running 20 to 
one for impeachment.

DEEPENING CRISIS
The move for impeachment within the ruling class has 

been brought on by the deepening political and econo
mic crisis which confronts U.S. imperialism at the pre
sent time. This crisis is characterized by worsening diffi
culties abroad, especially in the Middle East and Indo
china, as well as economic chaos here at home.

Furthermore, the exposures of the Watergate bugging 
and widespread corruption throughout the upper levels 
of the administration have worsened the crisis of U.S. 
imperialism, and may have become the “straw that broke 
the camel’s back” for Nixon and Agnew.

The call for impeachment was initially raised by pow
erful forces among the.monopoly capitalists for several- 
reasons, some of which include:

--Impeachment calls meant that other sections of the 
ruling class could try and channel the mass discontent 
among the people into a strictly legal, parliamentary 
campaign, which could whitewash the capitalist system 
by dumping Agnew, Nixon, and several of the adminis
tration’s cohorts.

-Nixon had prematurely dropped the image of the 
capitalist “democracy” with his extralegal police state 
tactics, his bugging and disruption of the Democratic 
Party campaign and his efforts to centralize and consoli

date extra policing powers in his own hands. Nixon’s 
fascist offensive was directed primarily at the labor move
ment, but it also hit out at NixonVown capitalist politi
cal opponents. This offended forces such as the McGov- 
em-Kennedy liberals as well as significant sections of the 
monopolists who had backed Nixon and got him the pre
sidency.

What has become clear is that the very nature of capi
talist political life gives rise to an array of contradictions 
among the various groups of capitalist blocs, syndicates, 
and industrial and financial groups over and above 
differences on this or that political issue. Individual man- 
euverings and power plays are as much a part of this 
system as the widespread corruption and bribery that 
was exposed during the Watergate hearings and Agnew 
investigations.

Faced with these growing contradictions, even Repub
lican senators and congressmen are deserting the Nixon 
ship, and calling for either impeachment or resignation. 
Last month alone, Senator Edward Brooke of Massachu
setts called for Nixon’s resignation and Senator Peter 
Dominick of Colorado called on aLLGOP legislators to 
declare their political independence; furthermore, the 
editors of Republican-owned Time magazine published 
an editorial for impeachment of the President.

These forces believe that impeachment proceedings will 
clear the air and restore “faith” in the U.S. political system 
which has suffered a serious loss of prestige around the 
world. In addition, all the important forces within the 
ruling class are unanimous in agreeing that this mess must 
be cleared up quickly so that the U.S. can regain its lead
ing role in its contention with other imperialist powers.

Senator Hubert Humphrey stated the situation the 
capitalists are in quite clearly when he said, ‘The govern
ment is in disarray. We are going through a very danger
ous period. The Soviets are probing now and beginning 
to put in their papers that the President may be impeach
ed. I think they may be tempted again in the Middle 
East because we are in disarray.”

It was Nixon’s fear of the developing crisis that led him 
to initiate fascist measures prematurely, however these 
moves were met with widespread popular opposition, 
especially from working people, students, minorities, and 
influential sections of the ruling class itself.

(Fascism represents the general weakening of the mono
polists to the point where the “orthodox” form of exer
cising their dictatorship over the people is no longer work
able. They must drop their “cloak of democracy” and 
use “illegal” terrorist methods against the people.)

The efforts of Nixon and his regime to push fascism 
forward are most clearly seen, however, in his union-bus
ting tactics and in his efforts, in conjunction with his labor 
lieutenants, like l.W. Abel and Frank Fitzsimmons, to 
outlaw the right to strike. This is the first step towards 
total destruction of the labor movement and towards 
givingcthe monopolies a free hand in running things.

SHAM CONGRESS CALLED 
BY COMMUNIST LEAGUE
In the United States today, an increasing number of re

volutionary people have begun to see the necessity of build
ing a new communist party, to lead the working class in 
its fight for socialism and a better life.

Faced with the intensifying economic and political cri
sis, more and more people have begun to take up the study 
of Marxism-Leninism—Mao Tsetung Thought and the task 
of integrating that study with the movements of the work
ing and oppressed people. This growing trend is reflected 
in the growing movement of communist and revolutionary 
organizations that have emerged in recent years.

Running counter to this trend has been the most con
certed efforts of the imperialists to smash and subvert the 
communist movement, by any means necessary, including 
open fascist attacks as well as the use of opportunists with
in our own ranks. The revisionist CPUSA has stood in the 
front ranks of these opportunists, proclaiming themselves 
as the “vanguard” of the working class, while at the same 
time, spreading ideological confusion with their line of 
“peaceful transition to socialism.” This shows that pro
clamations are not enough.

The CPUSA has launched a vicious campaign of slander 
at the entire anti-imperialist movement and especially at 
the forces of Marxism—Leninism—Mao Tsetung Thought, 
who stand as the main alternative to their corrupt, revi
sionist leadership. A day does not pass, when these “peace
ful” revolutionaries do not openly attack this movement 
as well as the People’s Republic of China, which stands at 
the center of the world revolutionary movement today.

Their purpose is to create a wall between the revolution
aries and the masses of the people, in an attempt to isolate

these forces, neither one of whom can move forward deci
sively without the other.

Within the ranks of the anti-revisionist forces, there are 
“left” opportunists, who are trying to provide a cover for 
the revisionists, while in essence accomplishing the same 
thing. From theTeft” they attack Marxism—Leninism- 
Mao Tsetung Thought and all that it stands for. At a time 
when the communist movement has begun to deepen its 
ties among the masses, while forging unity within its own 
ranks, these super-revolutionaries are doing everything 
possible to isolate the movement and spread disunity and 
splits.

These forces are exemplified by the Communist League 
and their recently issued “Call for a Congress.” In its 
“Call,” C.L. presents a neat formula for party-building— 
call a congress and proclaim yourself the, party! It is a 
formula that in fact exposes C.L.’s isolation and petty- 
bourgeois class character. Using the “genius theory” of 
developing knowledge, and rejecting the mass line, (“from 
the masses to the masses,”) the C.L. has based its call for 
a new party on its “new” theories of Marxism, which go 
against all the fundamental principles of scientific social
ism and therefore are bound to fail.

Of primary importance is their rejection of the anti
imperialist united front, as the general line of the commu
nist movement, both internationally and here in the U.S. 
The Communist League has proceeded on the policy of 
“disunite the people” and drive the middle forces into the 
arms of the enemy,” as its general line, rather than taking 
up the revolutionary line of “uniting the many to defeat 
the few.” In the C.L.’s view, they are the only revolution-
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CRISIS BRINGS IMPEACHMENT MOVES
date extra policing powers in his own hands. N ixon’s 
fascist offensive was directed primarily at the labor move
ment, but it also hit out at NixonYown capitalist politi
cal opponents. This offended forces such as the McGov- 
em-Kennedy liberals as well as significant sections of the 
monopolists who had backed Nixon and got him the pre
sidency.

What has become clear is that the very nature of capi
talist political life gives rise to an array of contradictions 
among the various groups of capitalist blocs, syndicates, 
and industrial and financial groups over and above 
differences on this or that political issue. Individual man- 
euverings and power plays are as much a part of this 
system as the widespread corruption and bribery that 
was exposed during the Watergate hearings and Agnew 
investigations.

Faced with these growing contradictions, even Repub
lican senators and congressmen are deserting the Nixon 
ship, and calling for either impeachment or resignation. 
Last month alone, Senator Edward Brooke of Massachu
setts called for Nixon’s resignation and Senator Peter 
Dominick of Colorado called on alLGOP legislators to 
declare their politicarindependence; furthermore, the 
editors of Republican-owned Time magazine published 
an editorial for impeachment of the President.

These forces believe that impeachment proceedings will 
clear the air and restore “faith” in the U.S. political system 
which has suffered a serious loss of prestige around the 
world. In addition, all the important forces within the 
ruling class are unanimous in agreeing that this mess must 
be cleared up quickly so that the U.S. can regain its lead
ing role in its contention with other imperialist powers.

Senator Hubert Humphrey stated the situation the 
capitalists are in quite clearly when he said, “The govern
ment is in disarray. We are going through a very danger
ous period. The Soviets are probing now and beginning 
to put in their papers that the President may be impeach
ed. I think they may be tempted again in the Middle 
East because we are in disarray.”

It was Nixon’s fear of the developing crisis that led him 
to initiate fascist measures prematurely, however these 
moves were met with widespread popular opposition, 
especially from working people, students, minorities, and 
influential sections of the ruling class itself.

(Fascism represents the general weakening of the mono
polists to the point v/here the “orthodox” form of exer
cising their dictatorship over the people is no longer work
able. They must drop their “cloak of democracy” and 
use “illegal” terrorist methods against the people.)

The efforts of Nixon and his regime to push fascism 
forward are most clearly seen, however, in his union-bus
ting tactics and in his efforts, in conjunction with his labor 
lieutenants, like l.W. Abel and Frank Fitzsimmons, to 
outlaw the right to strike. This is the first step towards 
total destruction of the labor movement and towards 
giving.the monopolies a free hand in running things.
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these forces, neither one of whom can move forward deci
sively without the other.

Within the ranks of the anti-revisionist forces, there are 
“left” opportunists, who are trying to provide a cover for 
the revisionists, while in essence accomplishing the same 
thing. From the“left” they attack Marxism—Leninism- 
Mao Tsetung Thought and all that it stands for. At a time 
when the communist movement has begun to deepen its 
ties among the masses, while forging unity within its own 
ranks, these super-revolutionaries are doing everything 
possible to isolate the movement and spread disunity and 
splits.

These forces are exemplified by the Communist League 
and their recently issued “Call for a Congress.” In its 
“Call,” C.L. presents a neat formula for party-building— 
call a congress and proclaim yourself the, party! It is a 
formula that in fact exposes C.L.’s isolation and petty- 
bourgeois class character. Using the “genius theory” of 
developing knowledge, and rejecting the mass line, (“from 
the masses to the masses,”) the C.L. has based its call for 
a new party on its “new” theories of Marxism, which go 
against all the fundamental principles of scientific social
ism and therefore are bound to fail.

Of primary importance is their rejection of the anti
imperialist united front, as the general line of the commu
nist movement, both internationally and here in the U.S.
The Communist League has proceeded on the policy of 
“disunite the people” and drive the middle forces into the 
arms of the enemy,” as its general line, rather than taking 
up the revolutionary line of “uniting the many to defeat 
the few.” In the C.L.’s view, they are the on ly  revolution-

While calling for impeachment, Nixon’s fellow reaction
aries in power and those in the leadership of the AFL-CIO 
have done so only to do a “cover-up” of their own. These 
critics of the Nixon regime may lash out at high-level cor
ruption, but what they are trying to do is cover-up the 
reality that is the cause of the present crisis.

At the AFL-CIO convention, for instance, George 
Meany claimed that Nixon should resign or be impeached 
because he had “lost control of his senses” and was crazy. 
In essence, Meany was saying that U.S. monopoly capital
ism would be better for everyone only if Nixon were to 
be replaced with someone less “crazy.”

MEANY PROPS UP CAPITALISM
Much of the criticism directed against Nixon, however, 

is of a very dubious nature. Meany, for example, has also 
attacked the administration for its “soft” policies towards 
China and the Soviet Union. Meany, in the past, has been 
one of the President- ’s chief supporters in the aggressive 
policies in Indochina and in theMiddle East. By focusing 
attention on Nixon’s ^craziness” and on his alleged “soft 
stand” on communism, Meany helps maintain and prop 
up the capitalist system.

Corruption, aggression and exploitation, however, would 
continue regardless of which liberal or conservative occu
pies the White House. The fact is, that the policies of war, 
corruption, and misery are the policies of an imperialist 
ruling class regardless of whether Nixon is President or 
not.

This became evident during the recent Middle East War

aries, while even the Chinese Communist Party and its 
leading organs are “run by revisionists.”

Here at home, they pose their slogan “class against class” 
as the alternative to the united front against imperialism, li
quidating the national question facing the oppressed peo
ples within the U.S. as well as the struggles of the millions 
of people of various strata of the population fighting heroi
cally to defeat the fascist and aggressive policies of U.S. 
imperialism.

When looked to for guidance by the masses, they pose 
their simplistic formula for all the struggles of the people. 
“Build a party” they tell them, in essence, posing the basic 
task of party building in opposition to the day-to-day strug
gle of the people.

TRITE, STALE SLOGANS 
They make the slogan of party building into a trite, stale 

slogan, instead of a living reality. They turn the communists 
away from the people, saying that no struggle can go on 
until there is a communist party. By following this line of 
“first build a party, then fight for the people” they turn 
their backs on the masses and their line becomes one of 
dogmatism, just the opposite of what Marxism-Leninism 
is supposed to be. Their relation to the mass movement of 
the people is to participate in this or that struggle, only in 
order to recruit the “most advanced’’while forgetting about 
the immediate struggle altogether.

In Chou En-Lai’s Report to the 10th Party Congress o f  
the CCP, he emphasized an important principle for all re
volutionaries to grasp: “The people and the people alone, 
are the motive force in the making of world history.”

This principle must govern party-building as well. The 
class struggle exists independently of the Communist 
League or any other group and no party worth a damn can 
be built outside the storm of this struggle. By trying to stay 
out of this storm and keep dry, the C.L. can never build a

when Nixon was called on to mobilize U.S. troops for a 
confrontation with the other superpower, the Soviet 
Union.

When Secretary of State Henry Kissinger held a press 
conference the following day to explain the situation, 
a newsman asked about Nixon’s sanity . Kissinger’s 
statement was very revealing: “I must say that all of the 
President’s senior advisors, all the members of the Nation
al Security Council, were unanimous in their recommenda
tions, as a result of a deliberation in which the President 
did not himself participate, and which he joined only after 
they had formed their judgement, that the measures 
taken , and he in fact ordered, were in the national inter
est.”

In short, the aggressive and exploitative policies of the 
capitalist system are not simply a question of Nixon’s 
state of mind, but rather are a product of the system itself 
and of the drives of the monopoly class.

Why, then, should we fight to get rid of Nixon?
Because it will serve to weaken the ability of the ruling 

class to unleash fascism; because it will intensify the con
tradictions in their ranks and because through the strug
gle, the people can learn to fight and organize to streng
then the united front against imperialism and fight against 
the fascist and aggressive policies of imperialism.

While dumping Nixon will not solve our problems, it 
will certainly be a great victory for us, and will put us in 
a better position to fight.

party of the Leninist type, a party that is a fighting arm of 
the working class; a party that is rooted firmly in the strug
gles of the people; and a party that successfully integrated 
the principles of Marxism-Leninism with the concrete con
ditions here in the U.S.

There is no short-cut to building such a party. It cannot 
simply be proclaimed into being. It must be built slowly 
and carefully among the vanguard sections of the proleta
riat and oppressed people. The forces who signed the C.L. 
“Call” are an isolated group of proven splitters and ultra- 
le ftis ts” who have attacked everything healthy and devel
oping within the revolutionary movement.

There is nothing the revisionist CPUSA and the imperial
ist ruling class would like more at this time than for the 
C.L. to “declare”themselves the party and use them as the 
“left”alternative. There is nothing the revisionists would 
like more than for the genuine Marxists-Leninists to oppose 
the anti-imperialist united front and isolate themselves. 
There is nothing the revisionist party would like better 
than for revolutionaries in this country to abandon Marx
ism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought for the “thought” of 
the C.L.

However, the future is bright. Thousands of honest revo
lutionary fighters have rejected the two bankrupt roads of 
right revisionist(CPUSA) and “left”revisionism (C.L. and 
their dozens of predecessors). Like C.L.’s forerunner, the 
Progressive Labor Party, who once proclaimed themselves 
the “vanguard” party, but later proved to be splitters and 
wreckers, C.L.’s future is dim.

The day is rapidly approaching when the genuine revolu
tionary leadership in this country will be consolidated or
ganizationally as well as ideologically and the working and 
oppressed peoples will have conscious leadership. But, we 
are forced to say, that C.L.’s “congress” will not be that 
day.
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